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1 win

This could potentially be one of the closest
seasons of Drag Race since season 9. Every
queen has something different that they bring
to the table. We hope and pray that Sherry Pie
doesn't end up in the Top 3—but with how
things are looking , it could be very possible.
Our dream Top 3 is Gigi, Jaida and Crystal
Methyd (RIP to Heidi who was eliminated this
past week, she was most definitely a fan
favorite of the season). With how it looks now,
one queen stepping up or messing up one week
could change the whole game. 

Top 5
We have officially reached the top 5
queens of season 12. Who will come

out with the crown? Here are our
rankings and predictions. Top 5

Sherry Pie

Gigi Goode

Jaida Essense Hall

Crystal Methyd

Jackie Cox 

3 wins

3 wins

0 wins
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#1 #2 #3 #4

 

Gigi Goode  has had
a whole lot of
success on the
show—at only 21
years old, she has
proven to be very
stiff competition.
Although her
momentum has
stalled since the
beginning of the
season, she still
has the best overall
record. With 3
maxi challenge
wins and never
landing in the
bottom, we think
she has a pretty
good chance at
winning the whole
season. She'll need
to kick it into gear
these last few
weeks to keep the
other queens off
her heels. 

Jaida Essence Hall
has been a force to
be reckoned with
up until this most
recent episode
when she landed in
the bottom 2. This
is the only thing
realy separating
Gigi from her, since
Gigi has never been
in the bottom.
Jaida has been
consistent on her
looks and mostly
consistent in the
challenges. Along
with Gigi, she also
has 3  maxi
challenge wins . It
will take a lot to
bring her back to
the top after last
week's
performance  but
its definitely
possible. 

Crystyl Methyd is
the wierdo of the
season, bringing a
unique flare that
none of the other
queens have—this
factor alone might
help her come out
on top at the end.
She is most
definitely on the
up-swing and can't
seem to  do any
wrong. If she can
keep it up and get  a
couple more wins
under her belt, she
can become a
serious threat. But
right now, with
only 1 maxi
challenge win,
Jaida and Gigi still
have outperformed
her overall. 

Jackie Cox has
been such a delight
to watch this
season. She has a
quirky personality
and  has given a
voice to Muslim
drag queens.
Unfortunately,
Jackie has not been
able to pull out any
maxi challenge
wins even though
she has been in the
top more than
anyone else. She
has landed in the
bottom 2 twice, she
won't make it
through another
lip sync. Unless she
performs insanely
well next week, we
think she is most
likely the next
queen to be
sashaying away. 

Sherry Pie has
been later
disqualified since
the main part of
the season was
filmed. There was
no way to
completely edit her
out of the season,
but they have done
a pretty good job of
cutting down on
her screen time. At
this point, we hope
she bombs and gets
eliminated before
Top 3, it would
simply be unfair to
another queen that
deserved to be
there more than
her. It's  pretty odd
watching a season
with somebody
who we know is out
of the running for
the crown. 

Disqualified



Sherry Pie S  iced
from Season 12!
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For the first time in Drag
Race herstory, a contestant
has been removed from the

competition for sexual
misconduct. The crazier
thing? We get to watch a

whole season with her in it
knowing what she's done!

CatfishCatfishCatfishCatfishCatfishCatfishCatfish

alertalertalertalertalertalertalert



Since VH1 filmed the entire season before learning of Sherry's
misconduct, they are airing the season as planned. Although,
they are vigilant in editing her out where possible—and they
be sure to leave this message on the screen at the beginning

and end of every episode...IN CASE WE FORGOT???

“I don’t know who these
videos were sent to and I

didn’t know what they
were objectively for. I

felt awful. I felt like I had
been completely taken

advantage of.”T h e  A p o l o g y
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—Ben Shimkus
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RuPaul's Drag Race: All Stars 
Introducing, the Queens of 
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           I'm
blaaaack!

Season 9: 2nd Runner-Up
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Season 8: Top 5

           Oooo I
did it again!
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Season 10: Top 5

           Guess
who's crack
in the house?
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Season 3: Top 3/ All Stars 1: Top 5?

           Boricua in
the house to
take the crown!
Sickening, no?
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Sasha Velour's newest
series showcases drag at it's
truest and most vulnerable
form. Inviting the audience

into the life of each
ensemble member through

a variety of lip sync
performances.  

“A potent hybrid of
love, compassion,
and expression —

all in the name of …
drag as social and

political activism.” 

“Eclectic, wild, and
highly personal.” 

“Sasha Velour has
prioritized using

her own platforms
and passionate

fanbase to bring
visibility to a

diverse spectrum
of performers.” 

— Billboard

— People
Magazine

— Entertainment
Weekly
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FIERCEFIERCE

This is officially a “pinch
me” moment. Developed,

pitched, executive-
produced, and now am

releasing my first series
(based on a true passion

project: my drag show
founded in 2015!!!)
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Web Wig
Reveals? Digital
Drag Fest Takes
the Internet



Drag will
survive no
matter the
circumstances.

It always has, and
it always will. 
It always has, and
it always will. 

Drag will
survive no
matter the
circumstances.

— BenDeLaCreme— BenDeLaCreme
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